Corners play important roles in high level image understanding. They are the main features in many 2D or 3D image models associated with image understanding algorithms. The Bayesian corner detection method inputs a sequence of row-column pairs along an arc and outputs the corner positions and the corner included angles that maximize the a posteriori probability. Experiments on artificially generated sequences permit the measurement of errors of the estimated corner positions and included angles versus different noise perturbations, angles and line lengths respectively.
Introduction
Corner detection can be divided into two kinds. One kind detects corners directly from the gray scale image. The other detects corners from an ordered sequence which can be the results of low level image operations. An ordered sequence is a set of row-column pairs, which represents the successive coordinates along an arc. It is this kind of corner detection that we discuss in this paper.
From the point view of arc segmentation, corner detection is a way to segment arcs according to the detected breaking points. Many papers discuss arc segmentation and corner detection [l-ll] . The techniques include iterative end point fitting and splitting, tangent angle deflection, prominence, or high curvature. Corners are those points which separate the sequence into subsequences in which each is a maximal sequence coming from a given model such as a line or a curve of specified form. The end points of the subsequences are called corner points, breaking points or dominant points and once found can be employed in polygon detection or polygon matching. 
where k is the index indicating the corner location and 9 is the included angle between the two contiguous subsequences at the ifeth location. A two line segment sequence consists of two subsequence, S\ and 52, with respective line angles of fa and fa, where the fa is the counterclockwise angle between the first line and the row axis and fa is the counterclockwise angle between the second line and the row axis. The included corner angle 9 is given by fa = fa + 0. The domain of fa;j = 1,2 is defined over [-ir/2, TT/2]. Let p\ be the distance between the line and the origin. P(S \ k,0) can be expressed as follows:
Suppose that the noise perturbation model for (ft, c,) is r,-= r,-+£ t -and c,-= c,+»7i. where & and iji are independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise with a zero mean and a variance of a. Then
. Next, we explore the two conditional probabilities.
where a\ and 6i are the line parameters of the first line for the representation of d = ai+biri. They can be obtained from the given line determined from the first line angle <j>i and the line location pi, which limit the line points {ri,C{) by the equality constraint -r,-sin^i + c,-cos^i = p\.
Since we do not know the true value of r,-which should reflect the observed value r, in the case of the given line model (ai, &i), then we have to integrate over the r domain defined as [0,128]:
Assume that r is uniformly distributed along the line model (ai,&i), then we can express P(r | <j>i,pi) by a constant W\.
P{h\<t>uPi) = Wi J P{fi\r,4>\,P\)dr
and W2 is an associated constant for P(r \ <f>2,P2) under the assumption that r is uniformly distributed along the line model (02, 62)-0-2 and bn can be determined from fa and P2 in a similar way as that computation of a\ and 61 from <j>\ and p\.
Furthermore, we assume <j>\ to be uniformly distributed on [-7r/2, tf/2], so that P(<j>i) -1/TT, expressed in a constant W^,. If the involved sequence is produced from an image where p\ is assumed uniformly distributed on the image domain, then P{p{) is a constant W Pl .
Therefore, the probability
Assume k and 9 to be independently uniformly distributed on [1, K] and [-ir, w] respectively, then P(k,6) can be associated with a constant l/2irK. Therefore, the k and 6 can be determined by maximizing the following computation over the domain of <j>\ and p\,
Assume random variable k and 9 to be independent. Therefore, we have P(k,9) = P(k)P (9) . Assume k to be uniformly distributed along the sequence with the length of K, then its corresponding p.d.f.
Assume 9 be normally distributed around a #0, then its corresponding p.d.f.
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Therefore, the k and 9 can be determined by maximizing
Pi

Experimental Protocol and Results
Experimental Protocol
The experiment measured the statistical distance between the estimated and the true corner position and included angle with the assumption of P(k, 0) constant. We limit our experiments to the two line segment model for the verification of the theory.
Two line segment sequences can be generated by the following three steps:
(1) Generate an ideal data sequence by specifying the starting point (ri,ci), the first line length L\ and the second line length L 2 , the first line angle <j>\ and the included angle 6. In this step, for each line L\ or L 2 , if | cosc^j |>| sin^j | ;j = 1,2, we sample the data by increasing the row coordinate by unit steps, otherwise, by increasing the column coordinate by unit steps. After sampling, there results a. sequence of K points whose true corner index is k*. Figure 1 shows the error between the estimated corner position and the true corner position with respect to the different noise standard deviation. For this experiment, number of runs JV run is 100. This plot indicates that estimated corner position errors are relatively small and stable for the small noise perturbation. Figure 2 shows the error between the estimated included corner angle and the true included corner angle with respect to the noise standard deviation. This figure has the same meaning as the figure 1. Figure 3 shows the error of the included corner angle versus the different corner index k. This plot indicates that the estimated corner angle has smaller error when the true corner is located in the middle of the sequence.
Experimental Results
Further Work
We are currently applying the theory described in this paper to detect the dominant point for the two line segment model sequence. Our aim is to apply this method to the dominant points for the multiple line segment model sequence and then for a more arbitrary curve model sequence. In the general case, we assume the given sequence contains multiple subsequences which arise line segments or any other given curve model. We assume that the angle distribution P(0) of the included angle between two segments is given and the number of curve segments is N + 1, then there will be N corners distributed along the sequence 5 =< (r,-, Cj), i = 1, ...K > and the sequence will be partitioned into subsequences The corners can be obtained by maximizing the posterior probability distribution P(k\,..., ikjv; 6i,..., ON I S). According to the Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability distribution is proportional to We will also work on the performance characterization of this method by a combination of theoretical analysis and experimental observation. The performance characterization will concentrate on the analysis method and test with a large groups of simulated noisy data [ll,12] . After the simulation of synthetic data, the detection method should be applied to process sequences generated from real images.
Conclusions
We have discussed the theory and experiments of a Bayesian corner detection method. The theory was explored for the estimation of the corner position and the included corner angle of the two line segment model. The method, however, can be applied to corner detection in sequences having more than two subsequences. We tested the method by using the synthetic data which reflects the sequence model and the Gaussian noise perturbation onto each sequence element independently. On the bases of our preliminary experiments, we are assured that this method is feasible and applicable for the dominant point detection. As for the multiple corner detection, we here suggest a global optimization method which obtains the best detection by comparing all of estimations related to different number of line segment on the sequence. It is also possible to recursively apply the two line segment model to a multiple corner sequence.
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